from drawing board to the actual sticks and boards and learned what tools
can do with them.
We put a scheme of rotation into operation in our work out in the fields
and on the buildings. I named a head man for the fortnight just ahead
who was free tft choose his first aid or right bower. The first aid became
next leader. He named the leader to follow him who chose his own aid.
After consultation with me the leader each day laid out work for the
others. The work of the following day was thus planned the evening
before. Something resembling this way of directing was now applied to
the housework.
MUTUAL SERVICE
Olgivanna tells of this: It takes years for the young people who join this
work to throw off the old concept of academic schooling. At first they are
unhappy because they are not sdl the time at the draughting board, they
miss the class lecturing, they want formal discussions. They are suddenly
dropped into a world of interior discipline, yet without a rule written down.
A discipline which turns them to their own resources and makes them act
with the sense of their own conscience. The concept that all work is im-
portant is new. There is no menial labour. There is no backyard, Taliesin
is all front yard, The field work is as important a responsibility as the work
in the draughting room, or in the garden, the kitchen or the dining rooms.
This seems very difficult for young America to accept. One of our young
men could not see the work in the kitchen as anything but menial work
to be done by a servant. When he was told he didn't have to do it his con-
science troubled him because all the others were doing that work. They
began to tease him about it—'til he felt foolish in making an exception of
work which was part of the whole. Later he became one of the best in
making beautiful decorations in the dining room when in turn it came
into his charge and the tables were arranged in new original waysy and he
became a good cook. After the work in the kitchen he would sit and mate
drawings for the new arrangements he felt we needed. He would suggest
new systems in serving, which would eliminate waste motion. He was just
as interested in that work as in any other. His knowledge of the working
of a kitchen and dining room on whatever scale is instilled into his very
being-^a ^knowledge earned and gained by him by way of actual experi-
ence—not by way of a superficial inadequate theory of designing.
This participation in our maintenance has a strengthening and unifying
effect on the group. Taliesin has become their real home. One part of the
group is headed by one with experience in planting the garden in the
spring. Every morning all of the young people work in the garden for an
hour or two. Afterwards the seniors go directly to the draughting room,
some go planting trees (there have been hundreds of them planted about
Taliesin), some go checking and fixing the electric fence, hauling gravel,
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